
1. Introduction
Reconnection jets, also named bursty bulk flow (BBF), are ubiquitous in the Earth's magnetotail (Angelopoulos 
et al., 1992, 2008; Baumjohann et al., 1989, 1990; Zhang et al., 2009, 2010, 2015). BBF is a typical turbulent flow 
phenomenon in space plasma environment (e.g., Borovsky & Bonnell, 2001; Borovsky et al., 1997; Borovsky 
& Funsten, 2003; Volwerk et al., 2004; Vörös et al., 2004, 2006; Zhang et al., 2019; Zhang, Lui, et al., 2020; 
Zimbardo et al., 2010). They undertake the main task of mass, momentum, and magnetic flux transport in the tail 
plasma sheet (Angelopoulos et al., 1994).

Zhang, Lui, et al. (2020) carried out in-depth studies on the vorticity field (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 = ∇ × 𝐕𝐕 ) in the course of the BBF 
based on four-point measurement from the Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) spacecraft. Their studies reveal 
the anisotropy of the vorticity field (with respect to the magnetic field B) within the BBF. Theoretical analysis 
indicates that the parallel and perpendicular components of the vorticity field have different causes. The perpen-
dicular vorticity (ω⊥) mainly arises from the velocity shear while the parallel vorticity (ω//) is mainly attributed 
to the magnetic gradient.

In the analysis of Zhang, Lui, et al. (2020), they focus on the convective vorticity (ωc). The frozen-in condition 
(E + V × B = 0) is used. In principle, E can be decomposed into two components:

E = 𝑬𝑬𝒄𝒄 + 𝑬𝑬𝒌𝒌 (1)

where Ec is the convective E (𝐴𝐴 𝑬𝑬𝒄𝒄 = −𝑽𝑽 𝒄𝒄 × 𝐁𝐁 ) and Ek is the kinetic E (Ek = E − Ec). Accordingly, the velocity 
as well as vorticity field at any given point in the fluid field can be decomposed into Ec-associated (macroscopic) 
convective term and Ek-associated (microscopic) kinetic term:

𝐕𝐕 = 𝐕𝐕𝐜𝐜 + 𝐕𝐕𝐤𝐤 (2)

𝜔𝜔 = 𝜔𝜔𝐜𝐜 + 𝜔𝜔𝐤𝐤 (3)
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2) than by B (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐁𝐁 = (𝐄𝐄 ⋅ ∇)𝐁𝐁∕𝑩𝑩
2 ). 

Power spectrum density reveals that in the Ek-dominated BBF, the Ec and Ek spectra have different power 
laws. Ec dominates the B-spectrum while Ek dominates the E-spectrum. The Ec(B) spectrum has a −5/3-like 
slope below 0.25 Hz but a −3-like above 0.25 Hz. The Ek(E) spectrum is −5/3-like at the low-frequency end 
(below 0.1 Hz) but −2-like at the high-frequency end (above 2 Hz). Within its medium frequency range, the 
spectrum is flat. Particularly, the Ek(E) spectrum exhibits the bump at 1–2 Hz in the frequency domain. The 
solitary/bipolar E-spikes, with typical temporal scale of 0.3–1 s, are likely responsible for the E-bump. Finally, 
we statistically analyze and compare the vorticity field in Ek-dominated and Ec -dominated BBFs. The result 
demonstrates that the Ek-dominated BBF tends to have stronger vorticity than the Ec -dominated BBF.
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Figure 1.
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Therein, the convective velocity and vorticity satisfy:

𝜔𝜔𝐜𝐜 = ∇ × 𝑽𝑽 𝒄𝒄 = ∇ ×

(

𝑬𝑬𝒄𝒄 × 𝑩𝑩

𝑩𝑩
2

)

 (4)

The kinetic velocity and vorticity satisfy:

𝜔𝜔𝐤𝐤 = ∇ × 𝑽𝑽 𝒌𝒌 = ∇ ×

(

𝑬𝑬𝒌𝒌 × 𝑩𝑩

𝑩𝑩
2

)

 (5)

With the conditions of 𝐴𝐴 ∇ ⋅ 𝐁𝐁 = 0 and 𝐴𝐴 ∇ ⋅ 𝑬𝑬𝒄𝒄 = 0 , the convective vorticity has the formalism of

𝜔𝜔𝒄𝒄 =
(𝐁𝐁 ⋅ ∇)𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄

𝐵𝐵2
−

(𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄 ⋅ ∇)𝐁𝐁

𝐵𝐵2
 (6)

Above the Debye-scale the condition of 𝐴𝐴 ∇ • E = 0 always holds. Therefore, Ek is divergence-free: 𝐴𝐴 ∇ ⋅ 𝑬𝑬𝒌𝒌 = 0 . By 
replacing Ec with Ek in Formula 6, we obtain the kinetic vorticity

𝜔𝜔𝐤𝐤 =
(𝐁𝐁 .∇)𝑬𝑬𝒌𝒌

𝐵𝐵2
−

(𝑬𝑬𝒌𝒌.∇)𝐁𝐁

𝐵𝐵2
 (7)

Thus, the total vorticity can be written as

𝜔𝜔 = 𝝎𝝎𝒄𝒄 + 𝜔𝜔𝐤𝐤 =
(𝐁𝐁 .∇)𝑬𝑬

𝑩𝑩
2

−
(𝐄𝐄 .∇)𝐁𝐁

𝐵𝐵2
 (8)

Physically, the Ec arises from the bulk motion of the plasma with magnetic field frozen-in. The Ec does not 
generate electric current. Contrast to Ec, the Ek causes the drift motion of the charged particle and gives birth 
to the electric current (J = n • e(Vid − Ved), where Vid and Ved are ion and electron drift velocity respectively). 
Corresponding to Ec, the convective vorticity is current-free. Analogue to the neutral flow, the ωc controls the 
kinetic energy cascade and viscous dissipation while the ωk controls current cascade and Joule dissipation (Ek • 
J) in the plasma turbulence.

In the present study, we investigate the kinetic vorticity within the turbulent BBF utilizing four-point MMS 
measurement. Typical event on 27 June 2017 show clearly that within BBF, the ωk could overwhelm ωc and 
becomes dominant component of the vorticity field. Power spectrum density shows different power laws of Ec 
and Ek spectra in the ωk-dominated BBF. These observations supply significant information for us to comprehend 
the nonlinear energy cascade and dissipation process in the turbulent BBF. The organization of the paper is as 
follows. In Section 2, we give a short introduction on the data and method used in this study. Section 3 comprises 
two parts. Part 3.1 is the overview on the typical event on 26 June 2017. Part 3.2 concentrates on E/B contri-
bution and vorticity anisotropy. Section 4 demonstrates power spectrum density results, including E, B, Ec, and 
Ek. Statistical results are included in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the main observations. Main conclusions are 
summarized in Section 7.

2. Data and Method
In this study, we use the 0.125-s resolution data of fluxgate magnetometers (FGM; Russell et al., 2016; Torbert 
et al., 2016), 0.03-s resolution of Electric Field Instrument (EFI; Lindqvist et al., 2016), and 4.5-s data of Fast 
Plasma Investigation (FPI; Pollock et al., 2016) onboard the four MMS satellites. Geocentric Solar Magneto-
spheric (GSM) coordinate system is adopted.

Figure 1. Evolutions of magnetic, electric and vorticity fields within the bursty bulk flow (BBF) observed by MMS1 on 27 June 2017 (a) Measured Vx, and Vtotal. (b) 
Vy. (c) Vz. (d) Measured Bx. (e) By. (f) Bz. (g) Measure Ex and calculated X component of convective E (Ec = V×B). (h) Measure Ex and calculated Ecy. (i) Measure 
Ez and calculated Ecz. (j) ωx. (k) ωy. (l) ωz. (l) ion energy spectrum. Two black vertical lines denote the interval of the BBF. The BBF comprises of three bursty flows 
(separated by black dashed lines). Each bursty flow is embedded in the dipolarization front (marked by the yellow dashed line). The purple vertical line marks the flux 
rope in the post-BBF current sheet.
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Figure 2.
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Both FPI and EDP data are interpolated to match the 0.125s time cadence of the FGM. Then, the interpola-
tion-obtained V and E are used to calculate Ec (=−V × B) and Ek (=E − Ec).

The median filter (cut-off frequency of 0.003 Hz) is used to separate the unperturbed field (𝐴𝐴 𝑩𝑩0/ 𝐴𝐴 𝑬𝑬0 ) and the 
perturbed field (𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝑬∕�̃�𝑩 ). The perturbed fields are used to calculate Poynting vector (𝐴𝐴 𝐏𝐏 = �̃�𝑬 × �̃�𝑩).

Figure 2. Simultaneous evolutions of E and B fields at MMS1 and MMS2 during the interval of the reconnection jet on 27 June 2017. (a) Total ion velocity.  
(b) Distances between MMS1 and MMS2 in X (dx = Xmms2 − Xmms1), Y and Z directions. (c) Difference of Bx and By (dB = Bmms2 − Bmms1). (d) dBz.  
(e) Difference of Ex and Ey (dE = Emms2 − Emms1). (f) dEz. (g) ω// and ω⊥(calculated by V curl). (h–j) Three component of calculated ω from E and B  
(𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴E = (B ⋅ ∇)𝐸𝐸∕𝐵𝐵

2 , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴B = (E ⋅ ∇)B∕𝐵𝐵
2 ). (k) Total ω calculated by V curl and E/B field. (l) Total Poynting vector (PT) and parallel component P// (Poynting vector is 

calculated by (𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝐸 × �̃�𝐵 ). Perturbed field of 𝐴𝐴 �̃�𝐸∕�̃�𝐵 is obtained by a 10-min low-pass filter).

Figure 3. Power spectrum distribution of the turbulent B and E during the interval of the reconnection jet from 22:35 to 
22:55 UT. (a) Measured Bz. (b) Interpolation-obtained Ey and Ec. (c) Bz spectrum. (d) Ey spectrum. (e) Ec spectrum. (f) Ek 
spectrum. (g) Extended evolution of spiky E (denoted in Panel (b)).
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3. Event on 27 June 2017
3.1. Overview

Associated evolutions of the field and plasma from 22:30 to 23:10 UT by 
MMS1 are shown in Figure  1. During this interval, MMS1 stays in the 
current sheet around (−22.0 RE, −1.1 RE, 3.3 RE) and encounters a continuous 
strong BBF. The BBF starts at 22: 39 UT, and ends at 22:53 UT. The peak of 
the BBF velocity (VT) is above 700 km/s. The BBF has a significant dawn-
dusk component (Vy). The Vy is averagely ∼200 km/s. The BBF comprises of 
three continuous bursty flows (separated by dashed black lines). Each bursty 
flow (BF) is embedded in the dipolarization front (DF). The averaged Vx is 
∼430 km/s for the first BF, and decreases to ∼220 km/s for the second BF. 
Then, the averaged Vx recovers to ∼350 km/s for the third BF. The first BF is 
the strongest and the second BF is the weakest.

After entering into the BBF, the E has a substantial enhancement. The 
enhanced-E is characterized by irregular fluctuations and intermittent 
E-spikes. The Ey and Ez are the two main components. Their magnitudes are 
comparable. For all components the Ec is overwhelmed by the Ek. Evidently, 
the BBF is Ek-dominated.

From Panels G–I, the vorticity field has substantial enhancement within the 
BBF. The ωy is slightly stronger than the other two components. All three 
components of vorticity have consistent evolution with the BBF velocity. 
As a whole, the strength of the vorticity is the strongest in the first BF and 
the weakest in the second BF. Ion flux Energy (Panel M) has significant 
evolution with the ω-field, also. The stronger ω-field, higher is the ion flux 
energy. This is basically consistent with the observation reported by Zhang, 
Lui, et al. (2020).

After the BBF disappears, an isolated DF and a flux rope passed by MMS1 
one after another. Note that the Ek has distinct enhancement at the DF as well 
as in the flux rope in the post-BBF current sheet.

3.2. Anisotropy in Kinetic Vorticity: E and B Contributions

Simultaneous MMS1 and MMS2 observation are used to calculate E and B gradients. Differences between E/B 
field at MMS1 and MMS2 from 22:30 to 23:00 UT are shown in Figure  2. From Panel 2(g), the ω-field is 
predominantly perpendicular. The distance between MMS1 and MMS2 is about −19 km in X-direction, −24 km 
in Y-direction, and 11 km in Z direction. The difference at MMS1 and MMS2 is less than 1 nT for B and 20 mV/m 
for E. Obtained E and B gradients are used to calculate the E-induced vorticity (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐄𝐄 = (𝐁𝐁.∇)𝑬𝑬∕𝐵𝐵

2 ) and B-induced 
vorticity (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐁𝐁 = (𝐄𝐄.∇)𝐁𝐁∕𝐵𝐵

2 ). Calculated ωE and ωB are shown in Panels H to J. Consistent with the theoretical 
expectation, the jet has greater ωE than ωB. From Panel 2(K), the magnitudes of the ωEB and ωv are well consistent.

Within the BBF, the Poynting flux (PT) is prominently enhanced. The parallel Poynting flux (P//) is the dominant 
component. Contrast to vorticity field, strong wave activity and Poynting flux enhancement can be seen in the 
wake of the reconnection jet where the vorticity field completely decays.

4. Spectrum Analyses
Panels 3(A) and 3(B) plot the measured Ey and Bz from 22:35 to 22:55 UT. Calculated convective Ey is also shown 
in Panel B. In the next PSD analysis, Ec refers to convective Ey component (E-, Ek refers to kinetic Ey component 
and E as measured Ey component.

Panel 3(C) plots the Bz power spectra. Below 0.25 Hz, the spectrum has a slope of −5/3-like. Above 0.25 Hz, the 
slope is changed to be -3-like.

Figure 4. Histogram of three components of electric field in the Ec-dominated 
(left column) and Ek-dominated (right column) bursty bulk flows. From upper 
to bottom, the panels are Ex, Ey¸ and Ez components respectively.
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Panel 3(D) shows the E spectrum. At low frequency (from 0.001 to 0.1 Hz), 
the spectrum is approximately −5/3. Then between 0.1 and 2 Hz, the spec-
trum is flat. Above 2 Hz, the spectrum is straight with a roughly −2 slope.

The Ec spectrum is shown in Panel 3(E). The spectrum is −5/3-like below 
0.25 Hz and -3-like above 0.25 Hz. Comparing with Panels A and B, the 
evolution of the Ec-spectrum follows the B-spectrum.Panel 3(F) plots Ek 
spectrum. Similar to E, the spectrum has a −5/3-slope at low frequency end 
(from 0.001 to 0.1 Hz). Above 2 Hz, the Ek-spectrum has dissipation scaling 
of −2.

Noteworthy, the Ey-/Ek-spectrum is lifted up from 0.1 (mV/m) 2/Hz at 1 Hz 
to 0.5 (mV/m) 2/Hz at 2 Hz. Above 2 Hz, the E-spectrum, at a higher energy 
level, becomes of -2-scaling. The lift forms the “bump” in the E-spectrum. 
Additional energy source is needed to maintain the bump. To find out the 
possible energy source, we extended the evolution of the E-spike marked 
in Panel 3(b). The extended E during the short interval of 22:39:32.40 to 
22:39:47.46 UT is presented in Figure 3g. Different E-structures can be iden-
tified, including the solitary E-spike and bipolar E-spikes. The polarity of 
the solitary E-spike could be positive as well as negative. Positive/negative 
solitary E-spike emerges quite irregularly within the BBF. The characteris-
tic temporal scales of the solitary and bipolar E-spikes are 0.3–1 s. This is 
well consistent with the frequency range of the bump. Solitary and bipolar 
E-spikes are likely the main energy source of the E-bump.

5. Statistical Results
The bursty flows are selected by the criterion of the duration of Vx > 200 km/s 
for longer than 15  s. The selection region is confined in the box of −25 
RE < X < −10 RE, −10 RE < Y < 10 RE and −3 RE < Z < 3 RE (GSM coor-
dinates). With the condition of mean V exceeding 300 km/s, there are totally 
759 strong bursty flows selected out by MMS1 (Details refer to Zhang, Lui, 
et al., 2020). Then, all selected bursty flows are divided into two groups, that 
is, the Ec-dominated flow (Ec > Ek) and Ek-dominated flow (Ek > Ec). There 
are in total 509 Ec-dominated flows and 250 Ek-dominated flows.

Figure  4 plots histograms of the probabilities of the three components of 
Ec and Ek within the BBF. The Ex is small for both Ec and Ek. The Ey and 
Ez components are both strong. Note that the convective Ey (Panel 4(C)) is 
mainly positive. Few BBF has negative convective Ey. This is in coincident 
with the characteristic of the earthward flow. Contrast to convective Ey, the 
kinetic Ey (Panel 4(D)) is positive as well as negative. No clear preference is 
seen.

Histograms of the probabilities of the total ω, ω⊥, and ω// in the Ec-dominated 
and Ek-dominated BBF are shown in Figure 5. From Panel A, we can see that 
above/below 2/s, the Ec-dominated BBF has a higher/lower probability than 

the Ek-dominated BBF. The Ek-dominated BBF tends to have stronger vorticity than the Ec-dominated BBF. This 
implies a higher “viscous dissipation” in the Ec-dominated BBF than in the Ec-dominated BBF.

Comparing panels 5(B) and 5(C), the ω⊥ are distinctly higher than ω//. For both Ek-dominated and Ec-dominated 
BBFs, the ω-field is perpendicular-predominantly. Zhang, Lui, et al. (2020) performed a case study on the vortic-
ity anisotropy in the course of the BBF. In their study, the BBF is Ec-dominated. They found that the ω-field in the 
Ec-dominated BBF is perpendicular-predominantly (relative to the magnetic field). Our statistical result shows 
that not only Ec-dominated but also Ek-dominated BBF have perpendicular anisotropy of the vorticity.

Figure 5. Histogram of the probabilities of the vorticity of the Ec-dominated 
and Ek-dominated bursty bulk flows. From upper to bottom, the panels are 
total vorticity, perpendicular vorticity, and parallel vorticity, respectively.
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Finally, our statistical result shows that about a third of BBFs in the plasma sheet are Ek-dominated. This high-
lights the potential significance of the Joule dissipation on the BBF energy.

6. Discussions
6.1. Data Limitation on Ec and Ek Within Turbulent BBF

The sampling rate of FPI data is 4.5-s, close to where one might physically put the cutoff between kinetic and 
convective. This means that we have no information about ion velocity at higher frequency. However, this does 
not mean that the Ec has no information above 4.5s. In fact, within turbulent BBF the high-frequency component 
of the Ec (above ion-gyrofrequency) is mainly carried by the magnetic field. To verify this, we compare the 
different frequency components of the V/B by using 1 min- and 10s-filter. The result is shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Panel B, the value of the δV1min is much smaller than that of the V0. The V0 carry the most signifi-
cant information of the Ec. As the low-frequency component, the V0 is dominated by the flow. Considering that 
the BBF is a fast flow with typical duration of ∼10 min, the 4.5 s-resolution could well meet the calculation 
requirement for Ec.

From Panel C, the δV10s exists very intermittently. Comparing with the δV1min, the value of the δV10s is distinctly 
small and insignificant. By contrast, the values of the δB1min and δB10s are almost at the same level. It appears that 
the magnetic field carries the main information of the high-frequency component of the Ec.

Combined results of V and B in Figure 6 show that the 4.5s-sampling rate would not substantially change the 
values of the Ec/Ek within the BBF turbulence.

Figure 6. Contributions of ion velocity and magnetic field to convective electric field within turbulent bursty bulk flow. 
Left column: (a) Vx and background VX0 (by 1-min filter). (b) VX0 and δVx. (c) Perturbed Vx by 1 min and 10s filter. Right 
column: (a) Bz and background Bz0 (by 1-min filter). (b) Bz0 and δBz. (c) perturbed Bz by 1 min and 10s filter.
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6.2. BBF Turbulence From PSD Result

PSD analysis exhibits −3-slope of B-spectrum in the dissipation range below ion cyclotron frequency during 
the BBF interval. Utilizing MMS spacecraft observation in the magnetotail, Zhou et  al.  (2019) and Zhang 
et al. (2019) previously studied the magnetic turbulence in the course of the BBF. The B-spectrum in the dissi-
pation region has a −3.1-slope in Zhou et al. (2019) and a −2.7-slope in Zhang, Baumjohann, et al. (2020). The 
magnetic turbulence depends highly on the BBF velocity. This accounts for the variable dissipation scaling in the 
course of the BBF. Besides, the wave activities generated by the DF embedded in the BBF could also affect the 
dissipation scaling of the B-spectrum (Zhang et al., 2021).

As for electric field, we find different power law in Ec and Ek spectra. The Ec-spectrum has a transition from 
Kolmogorov-like (−5/3) to Craichnan-like (−3) at 0.25 Hz (ion gyro-frequency). This is consistent with the tradi-
tional picture of turbulence in which the kinetic energy of the jet is cascaded by eddies into smaller and smaller 
eddies till the viscous dissipation becomes significant.

Contrast to Ec, the Ek slope is -2-like at the upper frequency end above 2 Hz, This is much lower than the dissipa-
tion-slope of B-/Ec-spectrum (-3-scaling). Using MMS observation in the magnetotail, Ergun et al. (2018) studied 
the E and B spectra in the tailward fast flow near the reconnection region. They also found the steeper slope of 
the B-spectrum (−2.54) than that of the E-spectrum (−0.86) in the frequency range of 0.1–8 Hz (refer to Figure 
2 in Ergun et al., 2018). The consistence in B-Ec spectra and B-Ek spectra provide clues for us to understand the 
different power law between E and B spectra in BBF turbulence (e.g., Ergun et al., 2018) and KAW turbulent in 
the solar wind as well (e.g., He et al., 2020).

7. Conclusions
As a conclusion, the Ek–induced vorticity (ωk) could overwhelm convective-E induced vorticity (ωc) within the 
BBF. The ω-filed in the Ek-dominated BBF is characterized by perpendicular anisotropy. In the Ek-dominated 
BBF, the Ec dominates the B-spectrum while the Ek dominates the E-spectrum. The slope of the B(Ec) spectrum 
is −5/3-like below 0.25 Hz and -3-like above 0.25 Hz. In contrast to Ec, the E(Ek) spectrum has a scaling of 
−5/3-like at lower frequency range (below 0.25) and -2-like at higher frequency range above 3 Hz. Statistically, 
the Ek-dominated BBF tends to have stronger vorticity than the Ec-dominated BBF. MMS observation suggests 
significance of dissipation on BBF transport and evolution.

Data Availability Statement
The data of MMS satellite are available from: https://lasp.colorado.edu/mms/sdc/public/.
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